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Stroke Risk Detection Considerations

History and physical examination!

 Thyroid, valvular, coronary, atrial septal  abnormalities, 

etc, etc…

 Echo data.

History of palpitations.

Data from devices.

 Holter and other external monitors.

 Pacers and ICDs.



AF and Stroke

CHADS2-VASc.

 Statistical, relative risk.

 There are additional questions to answer.

HAS-BLED, ICH scores.

 Statistical, relative risk.

 If a stroke occurs, how bad will it be?



HRS Site



CHADS2-VASc Score and Stroke Risk



HAS-BLED



Pacemakers

(and ICDs)

 They sense if pacing is needed.

 They pace.

And now,…

 They record
 their settings,

 how much they’ve paced,

 “high rate” episodes,

 and more and more details, like an implanted Holter.



Opportunity?

Why not use recorded data (“pacemaker diagnostics”) to 

determine 

 Whether the patient has episodes of AF.

 What percent of time the patient spends in AF (“AF 

Burden”).

 Duration of AF episodes.

 AF Burden trends over time, or in response to therapy.





Diagnostics to Guide Therapy

 If AF is identified, pacer diagnostics may result in 

initiation of therapy such as:

 Anti-coagulation to prevent strokes.

 Anti-arrhythmic drugs.

 Rate control drugs.



Pacer Diagnostics:

Early Possibilities and Optimism



Pt. BF



Implantable Loop Recorders

(ILR)

 Small, 3-years battery life, MRI conditional (OK).





Golden Period ?

 Traditional: 24-48 Hours. Time after new-

onset AF when it is safe to cardiovert without 

TEE or prolonged anticoagulation.

Device trials:

 TRENDS: > 5.5 hours/d AF: ↑ stroke risk.

ASSERT: >6 minutes AHR: ↑ stroke risk.

MOST: > 5-6 minuted AHR: ↑ stroke risk.

 Single Holter trial:

COHORT: > 30 PACs per hour or any run ≥ 20 

beats: ↑ stroke risk.



Early detection is key!

AF often  1st seen 

at time of stroke.

Framingham 1983



But…



“RATE” Study



RATE Study.
Swiryn et al. Circ 2016;134:1130-1140

 5379 patients.

 “Short AF” =  15-20 seconds or less.

Risk of clinical events including TIA, stroke not different 

in Short AF vs. No AF.

 Long AF did have more clinical events, mostly 

hospitalization for AF control.

Not all Short AFs progressed to Long AF over 2 years.

Results adjusted for AC usage.



Short AF does not

always progress 

to long AF.

RATE. Circ 16



MOST Sub-study

Glotzer et al

 Few AHREs in patients without known prior AF:

 So, did the 

diagnostics help??
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Conclusions
Pacer Diagnostics and AF Therapies

 Pacer diagnostics hold great promise.

AF is a “hot topic”, and many physicians 

have identified AF without pacer diagnostics.

 They have also made mostly appropriate 

decisions about AC and AADs.

 Long term trending and identification of new 

cases should be areas of effort.

 Better formatting of clinic and remote 

monitoring reports are a must.



Conclusions:

Implications

AF cannot be predicted for an individual with no prior 

history.

 Hazard ratios, and risks.

Actual estimation of stroke risk depends on H & P, and 

multisource clinical data.

As others have speculated:

 Should all patients with certain CHADS2-VASc scores 

have an ILR?



All Done!

Thank You for your attention.
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 PACE 1998; 21:250

 Standard pacing indications. ELA Chorus DDD.

Holters correlated w/ pacer data.

 32% had known SVT/AF; 21% newly Dx’d.



l

MOST sub-study, 312 pts.

Any AHRE (>220bpm x >5min) increased mortality, stroke, 

and predicted  more AF. 



AJC 2001; 88:442.

 Speculative.

May be a key tool.

 Together with ILRs.





Circulation 2000; 101:878

 80 patients with known AF episodes.

Holter corroboration.



 110 patients with history of AF, on AADs.

 Pacer indicated.

 Pacer was dual chamber w/ AF Dx 
capabilities.

During 19 mo, 46% had clinical recurrence, 
and 88% had pacer-Dx’d AF recurrences.

 …confirming that many AF episodes are 
asymptomatic.



Ponder

Many AF episodes are asymptomatic.

But most such patients also have symptomatic or 
otherwise “known” AF episodes.

Once it’s known that the patient has AF episodes, 
treatment choices are the same. 

 The question is how many patients depend on pacer 
diagnostics for 1st discovery of AF?



Events in Pacer patients.
RATE. Circ 16



Events in ICD Patients.
RATE. Circ 16


